
 

James & Penny Biggs present 
 

“Mills & Hills" 
 

The Gomshall Mill,  
Gomshall, Surrey, GU5 9LB 

 

Sunday 5th May 2019 Starting 2.15pm 
 

 
The Walk: 3 miles of manly flat easy walking (don't be fooled by the title) mostly on well 
made paths. The Surrey Hills is an area of Outstanding Natural Beauty, so you will have the 
pleasure of some wonderful panoramic views over the North Downs and surrounding 
scenery. 
 
The Venue: A beautiful timber-framed mill, which dates from Medieval times, its situated on 
the River Tillingbourne and surrounded by stunning countryside. In recent years its become 
a pub / restaurant, serving classic and modern meals. The owners have gone to great 
lengths to preserve the character of the building, with its jumble of nooks and crannies, 
ancient creaking floorboards and forest of oak beams. 
 
More importantly, it has a great selection of real ales, you can enjoy an afternoon on the Tea 
and Biscuits, which might not sound too exciting, however they're supplied by the Hogs Back 
and Loxhill breweries! 
 
If a liquid diet isn't enough, their Sunday menu includes roasts and other classic pub food, 
you will need to book - 01483 20360 or online - 
https://www.brunningandprice.co.uk/gomshallmill/ 
 
There is a garden and adjacent car park. If the pub is fully booked the Compasses Inn is 
next door! 
 

 
 
OS Grid Reference: TQ 0856 4787 
 
Directions: The pub lies on the A25 in Gomshall, which is in-between Guildford and 
Dorking. 
 
Public Transport: Gomshall Railway Station is a couple of minutes walk from the pub.

https://www.brunningandprice.co.uk/gomshallmill/


 

Map of Route 
 
 

 
 

 



 
 

 
House names included           Distance 3 miles               Time allowed 4 hours  
 
 
 
Starters  
 1.     Eh! Our fees, or not as the case maybe. 
 2.     Investing in the FTSE, isn't all it’s cracked up to be! 
 3. They've gone above and beyond, with intel from across the pond. 
  
Stage I  
Cross the river and follow the lane away from the A25, passing some interesting 
looking houses and a green. The road bends right and the stage ends when you 
arrive at a bus shelter. 
 
 4. Owls can be found, flat on the ground. 
 5. Great expectations would be useful, although there may be a twist!  
 6. A transport solution, after an execution! 
 7.     To prevent a breakout, a bus might be about. 
 
Stage II 
Cross the road onto Gravelpits Lane, which shortly becomes a path (ignore right 
turn) leading slightly uphill to a railway bridge. Cross the bridge and maintain 
direction, the path bends left with fields on either side. Turn right at a junction, 
eventually arriving at some houses, the stage ends when you reach the road. 
 
 8.     TSPOCEIFOF 
 9. It wouldn't be very nice, if contact made with filtered ice. 
 10. The artwork line is hard to find! 
 11. Footballing legend has surpassed into another craft. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



Stage III 
Cross the road and continue on a path to the right of High Fields House, maintain 
direction, crossing some fields to arrive at a road. Cross the road, turn left, then right 
onto Parklands Road, stage ends when you reach the railway line. 
 
 12. At this some may deplore - keeping ashes of a dinosaur? 
 13.   Juventus were out of luck, the year the Germans won the cup.  
 14. Dr Frank Plasma you may find, in a different state of mind. 
 15.   What may have been, part of the Play School scene? 

 
Stage IV 
Cross the railway line, then turn right onto a path through woodland, ignore crossing 
paths to arrive at a road. Cross onto the path and maintain direction, (still ignoring 
crossing paths) eventually the path leads downhill into a gully, turn right at a junction, 
stages ends when you reach a folk. 
 
 16.  An indecisive Mrs May, not sure of the right way. 
 17. Ok Teresa is all around, rooted in the ground. 
 
Stage V 
Veer right and follow path, which soon passes some houses after that you arrive at a 
road. Cross over onto The Spinning Walk, the stages ends when you reach a path. 
 
 18. Only the pro's can keep you on the go! 
 19. Perhaps resided by Joseph Lister, useful if you get a blister. 
 
Stage VI 
Follow the path maintaining the same direction, the stage ends when you reach a T 
junction. 
 
 20. Some recollection is needed to get inspired 
 21. Its hard to believe but we're told, this is nearly 20 years old! 
 22. They may gain a few quid, selling to the National Grid. 
 
Stage VII 
Turn left and follow lane, turn left again when you reach a road (ignore road closed 
signs) follow the road until you reach the A25, where the walk ends. Turn right and 
walk back to the pub. 
 
 23.  In for some bad luck, after this has been struck! 
 24. Enter? I should think not, for risk of being shot. 
 25. Plenty by name and plenty by nature. 
 



 

 
 
 

 

Answers  
 

   1. Anagram: Eh! Our fees = Freehouse (pub sign) 
 2. Stocks 
 3. CIA Alarm 
 4. Anagram: Owls = slow (in road) 
 5. Dickens 
 6. Tower Hill  
 7. Abus padlock 
 8. Anagram: TSPOCEIFOF = Post Office  
 9. Anagram: filtered ice = electrified  
 10. Anagram: artwork line = network rail 
 11. AJ Charlton gate 
 12. Giant urn in garden 
 13. J.F.C DT90  
 14. Anagram: Dr Frank Plasma = Parklands Farm 
 15. House with round and square windows 
 16. Blue arrows pointing different directions, on post. 
 17. Anagram: Ok Teresa = oak trees  
 18. For Highways use only - sign on grit bin. 
 19. Old Surgery  
 20. Church Spire - hidden in Inspired  
 21. Shere Parish Millennium Trail  
 22. Solar panels on roof of house 
 23. Broken mirror 
 24. Archery Place 

   25. 6X Ample Alarms 
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